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Ex-G UProf Carroll Ouigley

Bailey Named Speaker
Carter Will Be Invited

Dies of Heart Attack at 66
. by Tracey Hughes
Retired Georgetown University
History Professor Dr. Carroll Quigley
died January 3rd at University
Hospital after suffering a heart
attack. Dr. Quigley, who was 66,
retired last June after 35 years of
teaching at Georgetown.
Quigley, who came to Georgetown in 1941, was awarded the
University's Vicennial Medal in 1961
and the 175th Anniversary Medal of
Merit in 1964. He also received the
Faculty Award for Distinguished
Teaching, voted on by Georgetown
students.
Though Quigley officially retired
last June, he remained active at GU,
giving a series of lectures on the
development of civilization during
the past semester.
,
Quigley's course on the Development of Civilization was named by
the 1941-1969 School of Foreign
Service alumni as the most influential
course in their undergraduate careers.
Quigley also served as a consultant
to the Defense Department and the
House Select Committee on Astra·
nautics during the 1950's_ He was
also an advisor to the US Navy on
the development of weapons systems
and to the Smithsonian Institution
on the layout of the American
history section of the Museum of
History and Technology. Beginning
in 1957 he served as a collaborator to
the 'National Museum.
Quigley was the author of two
books, Evolution of Civilization in
1961, which has been translated into
several foreign languages, and Trag·
edy and Hope: The World in Our
Time in 1965, as well as numerous
articlelj for scholarly journals.
He also lectured extensively on
Africa to such groups as the Indus·
trial College of the Armed Forces
and the Public Affairs Fellows of the
Brookings Institution in addition to
Georgetown University students.
Quigley, a native of Massa·chusetts, 'r~ceived his AB, MA and
PhD! 'from Harvard University and
later served as a history instructor at
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Princeton and as a goyernment,
history and politics tutor at Harvard
before coming to Georgetown.
He is survived by his wife Lillian
and two sons, Dennis and Thomas.
A fund to endow a professorship
in Quigley's name was founded this
fall and the family requests that
expressions of sympathy be made in
the form of contributions to the
fund, now entitled the Carroll Quig.
ley Memorial Fund. According to
SFS Dean Peter Krogh, the goal of
the fund is $500,000 to establish a
distinguished chair.
A memorial service open to all for
,Dr. Quigley will be held on January
17 in Dahlgren Chapel at 4 p.m.

Carroll Quigley

by Bart Saitta
Entertainer Pearl Bailey and pas·
sibly, Jimmy Carter will address ihis
year's graduating class at the May
22nd commencement.
The University is sending a formal
invitation to Carter according to
Charles Men assistant to the University president. Meng added that
Bailey (who actively campaigned for
President Ford last year) will speak
whether or not Carter accepts the
invitation saying, "If he (Carter)
accepts there will be two commence·
ment speakers. If he refuses there
will be only one."

Canty, Graham to Run
For President's Office
by John Free!!
As the February 16th date for,
student elections approaches, several
candidates have already initiated
their campaigns. Among those at
present who have announced their
intention to run for Student Govern·
ment President are Debbie Carity and
Chris Graham. This week Hoya will
profile Canty and running mate Dan
Burke.

******

Presently on the Board of Dir·
ectors of the Corporation and also a
member of the Main Campus Finance
Committee, Debbie Canty says that
she will attempt to use the Student
Government as a tool for influencing
University policy. "The priorities are
not the way I would like to see
them," she says. "There's far too
much spending going on, especially
in the non',academic areas; we need
new ways to cut." She suggests, for
example, that, the Athletic Depart·
ment "review their budget very
carefully. "
Canty's
running-mate,
Dan
Burke, (Community Action Coalition
Director),' claims that GU students
cannot passively accept ever-increas·

Currently, the V.P. presides over
the Senate. As an alternative to this,
said Canty, the Senate should elect
it, own leader and thus free the veep
for other pursuits.
Both Canty and Burke claim that
the role of Student Government can
be a more innovative and dynamic
one. Burke, former Director of the
DC chapter of PIRG, puts it this
way:
"I don't think that the needs of
the students are being effectively
articulated at. this point because the
able to the student. "It would be approach 'Of the present Student
nice,"she said, "if students would Government is what I would call ad
ask where their money is going, but hoc: the picking up of an issue
it's my belief that (such information) because it comes up instead of
should be made available to them so making the direction."
Both candidates speak of a lack of
that they don't have to go around
cohesion at GU. "We'lle not a
looking for it."
Canty also said that if elected she community at Georgetown," says
would place a greater emphaSis on Burke. "You can only build a
the role of Student Vice·President. community," he maintains, "by
"Dan and I will work together on a filling specific needs; you can build a
50·50 basis, "she said. "We will each community by making American
carry an equal load." The role of Studies majors feel that they have a
V.P_ has not been a strong one in the place here by (giving the department)
past, she claims, because it has been a budget." In addition, said Burke,
"bogged down" as a part of the "students would feel more of a
Senate.
community if they had a greater
input on the departmental level."
Canty and Burke contend that
greater course initiation by students
and more of a voice in academie
policy are other means of ,developing
a sense of community at GU.
"Another way to do it," says Burke,
" is through residential halls; I think
that the Arts Hall, for example, is a
really good step in identifying a
community of people with similar
interests." Burke suggests that several
of Harbin's clusters could be
organized in this way.
In another area, Canty and Burke
maintain that G U's involvement with
the D.C. area through
service
projects is a means of counter·acting
what Burke calls the "inward looking
nature of student life." They feel
that Georgetown should devote some
of its energies to Washington.
"You're building internal com·
munity," says Burke, "by going
external. "
ing educational costs. "It concerns
me that not only does tuition rise,"
he said, "but I also sense a lack of
student awareness as to how the
money is being spent."
Canty contends that greater'pres·
sure should be exerted on the
administration to make spending
figures more accessible ("through
publication") and more understand'

SG Elections

by Kathy Long
Dr. David Beaudreau will be
named new Dean of the Dental
School following a vote of approval
by the Board of Directors according
to Chairman of the Dean Search
Committee Dr. Charles Broring.
The Board of Directors are meet~
ing today and are expected to accept
the recommendation of the Search
Committee of the Dental School said
Broring.
Broring confirmed the choice of
Beaudreau as the new dean saying,
"He was selected and will be coming
up shortly." Beaudreau is presently
the Dean of the School of Dentistry
of the Medical College of Georgia. He
is expected to begin his duties at
Georgetown University this semester.
Broring noted that over 65
candidates were reviewed for the
post. ,From this number the Com· Debbie Canty and Dan Burke, candidates for Student Government President.
mittee narrowed its recommendation
down to Beaudreau.
Dr. Beaudreau will be replacing
Dr. Charles Murto, whose retirement
became effective on December 31st.
However, according to University
spokesman Eleanor Nealon, Murto,
who has been dean of the school for
the past eleven years, has agreed to
by Tracey Hughes
determine the cause of the problem,
stay on until the new dean arrives.
An investigation has been launch· commented Miller. These results will
The Search Committee concluded ed into the cause of the cracking of be used to determine whether the
its task of choosing a dean well bricks on the east side of Harbin buildings contractor, Victor Beaubefore Christmas. The vote by the which "could end up in a lawsuit," champs and Associates, is liable for
Board of Directors approving the according to Vice President for the damage. "A lawsuit is the only,
way in which we are covered," said
recommendation is the final step Physical Plant William Miller.
before Beaudreau is officially named " Tests are being made on the Miller.
However the original company of
mortar and the brick itself to
to the post.
'
Beauchamp and Associates is no
longer in business, Miller said. Therefore, he concluded, if the University
decides to bring a lawsuit against the
contractors, it will be through the
bonding company of Beauchamp and
Associates.
Miller commented that "preventive and repair measures" will be
taken to correct the cracks on the
east side and back of Harbin.
"Approximately six tiers of bricks
have been removed already from the
east side of Harbin," said Miller.
"These repairs c;:ould be very expensive."
The repair work which had been
discontinued because of bad weather
will begin again as soon as the
weather warms up. "The contractor
is ready to do the work but at the
present time it's jus.t too cold," he
stated.
A lawsuit may result from the cracked bricks in the Harbin facade.,

Cracks in Harbin Brick
May Lead to Lawsuit

Spokesmen for Carter say that the
president-elect is not yet considering
invitations to speak at universities
and that he will not determine his
May schedule "for a couple of
months." The chances of Carter
spealting at Georgetown are not
considered likely by those close to
the selection of the graduation
speakers.
In the past few years the University has invited presidents Ford and
Nixon. Neither president accepted.
Though it is not known at this
time on what subject the singer will
speak, Student Government Presi·
dent Bob Gage said he believes that
"she will sing and I think it will be
great."
Meng cited what he called Bailey's
contribution to "American music
and to American culture through her
singing" as reasons why she was
asked to make the commencement
address.

Bailey was not on the poll of
senior choices for graduation speaker
taken by the Senior Week committee
which was led by Art Buchwald and
Woody Allen. Buchwald and Allen
declined to speak as did Barbara
Jordan, the students' third choice.
Commenting on the fact that
Bailey was not one of the poll
choices, Gage, who is the student
member on the Honorary Degree
Committee, said, "It is difficult to
continue to push for number four
the way you push for number one. I
was honestly impressed with the
receptiveness of the Honorary Degree
Committee and Fr. Healy to choices
of the senior class." She appeared in
numerous plays and films including
St. Louis Woman, Carmen JOlles,
Porgy and Bess, and Hello Dolly, for
which she won a Tony Award_
She is currently doing com·
mericals on area television for Ourisman Chevrolet, a local Virginia car
dealer, and Paramount Chickens.

Darnall Stereos Taken
By Christmas Thief
by Mike Bradley
The Christmas break ended on a
sour note for three Darnall residents
last week when upon returning from
vacation they all discovered that
their stereos had been stolen.
Sgt. Charles Christian of Georgetown University Protective Services
said that an investigation will soon
begin but that as yet there are no
suspects in the case. There were no
signs of forced entry in all three
burglaries.
"It is customary every vacation
for us to have a few burglaries," said
Capt. Ronald Arbogast of Protective
Services, "and actu'ally we got
through this vacation better than in
previous years."
When asked to speculate as to
whether the robberies were an inside
job, Arbogast replied that maintenance employees are always sus·

pect in crimes which are committed
when students are on vacation but
added that since Darnall Cafeteria
and offices in St. Mary's were open
during the break, the burglar could
easily be someone off the street.
The robberies all occured on the
third floor of Darnall.
One other item, an electric type·
writer, was also taken but the
burglars overlooked several valuables
including a 10 speed bicycle and a
Texa Instruments Calculator which
were all in plain view.
In previous years Residence Life
has provided storage space for those
dorm residents who did nol wish to
risk leaving stereos in their rooms
over Christmas vacation. This year,
according to Residence Life Assistant
Dean Tom Ritz, the service was not
offered to students due to lack of
space.

Ex-Hoya Loses Top
Job in Carter Admin.
by Rod Kuclll'o
Onetime Georgetown stUdent
Greg Schneiders, who until a week
ago was in line for the job of
appointments secretary to President·
elect Jimmy Carter, is currently the
subject of an imbroglio which may
drop him out of the White House
limelight altogether.
Schneiders, 29, who left Georgetown in 1969 during his senior year
is the subject of an investigation by
the US Attorney's office as a result
of information uncovered by the FBI
during a routine check of incoming
White House personnel. ConsequentIy, Schneiders withdrew his name
from consideration, and certain ap·
pointment to the White House post.

According to officials at the US
attorney's office, Schn~iders has had
a history of financial difficulty,
beginning with his inability to pay
his Georgetown tuition. According to
Robert Coleman, assistant university
controller, Schneiders owes t.he
school $2,209.54 in back tuition.
Twice Schneiders attempted to pay
the debt, and both times his checks
bounced. once to the tune of 81,175
in spring of 1975 and again for $20
one year later.
Coleman noted that twice the
controller's office received letters
from Schneiders promisil1g payments
of $100 a month beginning on Jan.
1, 1976_ Georgetown has yet to
(Continued on page 2)

Corp Selects New Officers
by Tracey Hugh~s
John Benton has been selected as
the new Executive Vice President of
Student Corporation. Other new
Corp officers appointed are Mike
Bary, Senior Vice President for
Services, Mike Emerson, Comptroller
and Mike Zientek, Treasurer.
Benton, a member of the Corp
since his freshman year, is a junior in
the School of Foreign Service. He
served as general manager of Vital
Vittles since January 1976 and will
take over the job currently held by
School of Business Administration
Senior Bill McCloy on February 15th
after "assisting and learning the job,
gradually taking over step by step",
he commented. The appointment
must still be confirmed by the
Student Senate.
Business School sophomore Mike
Bary, new Senior Vice President for
Services, also has extensive experience
in the Corp, serving as Vice President
for Research and Developlpent for
the past two semesters. He is
currently the acting VP for Services,
having taken over from Rick Boyle in
early December.
Bary said that his plans for next
semester include improving concessions by selling refreshments during
intram ural games in addition to those
already . sold at varsity sports. He
stated that the concession sales will
begin with the intramural basketball
season Wednesday, on an experimental basis. "My goal for next

semester is improvement of present previously as personnel manager and
services," commented Bary.
buyer for the store.
New Comptroller Emerson, an SBA
The nominees were chosen by a
junior, has had previous experience search committee composed of Stuin the Corp, serving as comptroller dent Government President Bob
during the fall semester of last year Gage, McCloy and Cafe Manager
and doing accounting work. Emer- Patty Kower, who was added to the
son, who has already assumed his committee because of her status as
position, replaces senior Dave Boyle. an outsider with experience in
Stepping in for former treasurer interviewing. According to Denton,
Eric Wukitsch is Business School the committee represented a "good
sophomore Mike Zientek. He served mix of objective outsidl' viewpoints
as a shift worker in Vital Vittles until and viewpoints of those concerned."
The committee interviewed all
this fall when he began working in
applicants to Corp positions and
accounting for the Corp.
Replacing Benton as general man- submitted recommendations to the
ager of Vital Vittles is Tom Kern, a Corp Board of Directors who gave
junior in the College, who has served final approval.

..-tt. '
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Schneiders Owes G UTuition

(Continued from page 1)
receive the first installment.
Schneiders was unavailable for
comment at presstime.
It is not Schneiders debt to
Georgetown that has cast a shadow
'ver his position as confidant to
(;('1"ter, but rather -recent allegations
\1l1covered earlier this week by the
\\,,,.;tington Star that Schneiders
"I)Jll,,:ted over $5,000 in unemploy. I1L benefits from the District while
, ,erating two businesses, both con, ,It: ,;!. firms for fast food operations,
. e . on-profit, the other profit
;"rior to those two ventures,
: '·hneiders had been half owner of a
Capitol HiIl bar, Whitby's which
failed in 1974 and also of the
Georgetown Beef Company (presently The Tattooed Lady) which went
under shortly thereafter.
'In addition, Schneiders, a native
of Newtown, Mass., has been known
to be late in paying his rent, has
bounced checks on occasion, had one
bank close his account and been to
Small Claims Court three times.
In regards to his dubious abilities
as a businessman, Schneiders had the
following ironic ·comments in a Nov_

19, 1976 Washington Post interview.
"That (his debts) will probably all
have to change now that Ie will
have a regular source of income. It
could become an embarrassment to
Carter. I guess I've never been
concerned enough about keeping
things straight. It is a source of
potential embarrassment."
The FBI allegations could amount
to a criminal charge of defrauding
the
government,
although
Schneiders' attorney, John Karr
commented in a Newsweek interview·
that, "So far as we are concerned,
the whole thing is over."
.
Officials at the US Attorney's
Office echoed
Karr, doubting
whether any charges will be brought
and cited Schneiders' prompt cooperation with investigators iii answering questions and supplying necessary records and documents.
To what extent was Carter aware
of Schneiders' problems?
If- Carter was aware of his young
protege's financial dilemma and the
routine investigation of all incoming
executive personnel, the question
remains why Carter did not have
Schneiders disclose and resolve the
matter earlier. Is it possible that this

matter, which is certainly not of
Watergate-scal~ impropriety, (though
it is no little matter either) would
have been deliberately overlooked by
the incoming President, his staff, and
Schneiders, knowing that the FBI
investigation would bring the matter
to the public's attention?
The resolution of this question, as
well as Greg Schneiders' status in the
fledgeling administration must be
answered in the next few weeks.
Schneiders could still be awarded a
lower-level position. .
Sources within the new administration, though, have mixed opinions
on Schneiders' chances for survival in
the Carter White House.
r

Robert Altwell, spokesman for
the Graduate Chemists Organization,
said this week that although a strike
by chemists will be considered only
as Q last resort, some sort of a job
slow down will probably take place.
The Organization will meet this
Tuesday to decide on a course of
action.
The dispute between the Chem·
istry Fellows and tlie G U administration arose after Father Kelly denied a·
$390 per month stipend given by the
Main Campus Finance Committee
after a tuition shortfall forced budget
cuts. Currently, the University is
offering $360.
"We must have $375 just to break
even," claims Altwell. He contends
that there are several justifications
for an increase in the stipend. First,
he claims that G U offers $40 per
month less than the $400 national
average.
Second,
Georgetown's
failure to provide health care or
housing for the Chern Fellows makes
it difficult for them to keep up'with
the cost of living, Altwell said.
Altwell also contended that the
quality of the graduate program will
suffer because of the low stipend.
Because of Georgetown's poor rate
of compensation, he alleged that the
best.. students would. look elsewhere.

Four Chemistry Fellows are leaving
this year, he said, because of the
stipend's size.
.
Aitwell charged that if tuition
were .raised $2.50 a semester for all
students, the 125 fellows in all
departments could receive a $10_00
per month raise_

reg

at'his recent wedding and as a sophomore at Georgetown

i;llf.Cas;qUiay Setllaek
Minority
Isslons Plan
by Mary Lou Hartman

GCO Considers Job Slowdown
by lYfark Andrews

While Schneiders' corporate and
private debts would not exclude him
from even a minor post in the
Executive Branch, his alleged miscon·
duct concerning his collection of
unemployment benefits could.
, One thing is agreed upon, however. Schneiders' ultimate fate restswith one man, Jimmy Carter.
And even Carter is unsure of his
course
of
action
concerning
Schneiders. On the flight from Plains
to Washington three nights ago,
Carter told a reporter, Carl Leutisdorf of the Baltimore Sun, that he
"hoped" he could find a position
somewhere in the White House for

Director of Affirmative
Gerald Branam

Action,

A case soon to be heard-by the US
Supreme Court may result in a
serious re-evaluation of Affirmative
Action Admissions Programs across
the country.
Affirmative Action programs
originated in the late 1960's, and
were designed to ensure freedom
from discrimination on college and
university campuses, and to raise the
enrollment of minority group students.
Georgetown, in, its admission
procedures, sets a goal of 10%
minority enrollment, according fo

GU Gets Fed Heating

Gerald Branam, Director of the
Affirmative Action program, "Wilen
the admissions office becomes aware
that ·an individual applying is' a
minority . or female, Georgetown
evaluates the application with a
thought in mind of his/her potential
opposed to what he or she has
achieved." Branam - stated that·
Georgetown does not discriminate
against minorities or non-minorities.
"We try to recruit minorities to
establish a higher representation of
mixed groups_ Georgetown does not
accept stUdents because they are
minorities but because they are
qualified."
Whether or not these programs are
discriminatory may soon be defined
by a California law case, the Backe
case. At issue in the case is the
question of whether schools should
judge minority applicants by standards equal to those applied to
whites or whether institutions should
expand their considerations to enable
minority students to get in who
ordinarily would not meet admissions criteria.

as

by Greg Kitsoc,'?
been used successfully to generate electricity in West
A non-polluting, coal-burning boiler plant will be
Virginia and Europe_ However, this win be the first time
built on campus and monitored fqr a three year period - the system is used in a plant whi;::h does not operate
by federal officials, according to an agreement made by
constantly at 100 per cent capacity. the University with the Energy Research and DevelopThe plant will belong to the University, and if it
ment Administration (ERDA).
proves economically feasible, the University will
The estimated $14,250,000 pric~ tag for the project
continue to use it after the three year trial period has
will be split between the UniverSity and ERDA,
expired, Scarbrough said.
according to project manager Ben Scarbrough. ERDA
The new boiler will be built on the asphalt area
will pay for the design and constn;ction of the boiler,
between the existing plant and the tennis courts.
A maximum tuition of $12,500
while Georgetown will contribut.~ to the operating
Construction is scheduled to start this spring, pending
expenses.
the approval of the plans by the DC government. If has been set for Georgetown medical
Scarbrough was unable to say hLlw much this would
construction proceeds on schedule, the plant will begin students next year. Because of a
cost the University, but noted that the new plant would
operation 18 months from now, according to Scarbrough. typographical error this figure was
Design and construction of the facility have been reported as $12,000 in the last issue
not cost more to operate than the two boilers now in
subcontracted to the Foster Wheeler Energy Corp. and of the Haya.
use, which burn oil and gas. The fluidized combustion
Nursing School Dean Rita Berboiler plant, as it is referred to in ;lle plans, will burn a
Pope, Evans and Robbins, Inc.
mixture of high sulfur coal and limsGtone. The limestone
"Coal is the only fuel in sufficient quantity to geron was referred to as "Sister" in
will absorb the sulfur fumes emitted by the coal, and
support our lifestyle," Scarbrough stressed. "Through the last Hoya, although she had
filters will be installed to trap smok p particles.
this project _we're contributing· to .the. ,country's previously resigned from the Convent. The Hoya regrets the error.
_Scarbrough noted that boilers .of similar design have
requirement to find a clean was to· burn· coal."

Corrections

The case placed before the Supreme Court involves Allan Backe, a
white engineer, who was twice
rejected by the Medical School at the
University of California's Davis
campus. Backe has already won a
verdict in hi~ favor from the
California Supreme Court on the
grounds that he was discriminated
against in violation of the Fourteenth
Amendment. Davis' medical school
reserves 16 out of 100 places for
minorities and according to the NY
Times, Backe felt hilnself better
qualified than some of the accepted
minority students. If the Supreme
Court should rule to uphold the
California Supreme Court decision,
the role Affirmative Action Programs
will play in the future could be
subject to new restraints_
Charles Deacon, Director of Admissions, remarked that the Backe
case will lead to serious re·evaluation
of the programs_ "The case will result
in clarification of the Affirmative
Action Programs. My' personal
opinion is that the undergraduate
admission program is very defensible.
Yet it is inadequate because, while
the minorities are accepted, financial
aid lacks the money for us to reach
our goal of 10%." Branam contends
ihat the college admissions case will
have far-reaching effects_ "We have
to be careful."
Speaking for the AALS (American
Association of Law Schools) of
which GU is a member, Wayne
McCornick commented, "There will
be a serious problem for Affirmative
. Action Programs if the courts favor
Backe _"
.:;-
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Presenting . • • SEC"s SUper Second Semester!
* COFFEEHOUSE *
* MOVIES *

The SEC Coffeehouses will be running regularly during
second semester_ This week's Coffeehouse features __ ,_

Here's the complete list of movies for Spring 1977 ...

SLICKEE BOYS
and

,
Jan. 14
21
28

Feb. 4
11

18

25

BLAZING SADDLES
Taxi Driver
Sherlock Holmes' Smarter Brother

The Wind and the Lion
Emanuelle II: The Joys of a
Woman
Godfather II
The Man Who Fell to Earth

Mar. 4

The Sailor Who Fell From Grace
with the Sea

11
18

* * * SPRING BREAK * * *

25

M*A*S*H

Apr. 1
8

15
22
29

THE LOOK
Saturday, Jan_ 15th, 9:00 P.M. -1:00 A.M., Healy Basement
with FREE ADMISSION and FREE CpFFEE &DONUTS

The Paper Chase
* *. EASTER * ~ *
Obsession
Don't Look Now
Monty Python: And Now for
Something Completely Different

, With all of our great entertainment offers, and the promise of more
to come, don't you wish yo.u had an
.

SES·CARD?

("Student Entertainment Subscription)

Look at all the savings they bring _..
• $1.00 off the price of every movie
• .up to $2.00 OFF the price of our concerts
• up to $4.00 OFF the price of SEC's Special Events

Movies will not be shown on March 11 and 18 and April 8 due to Spring
Vacation and Easter Weekend.

All movies at 8:00 P_M. in Room LA-6
$2_00/$1.00 SES

1-

SES Cards give substantial savings on every SEC-sponsored event.
Second Semester cards are only $6_00 and are on sale now in our Healy
Basement Box Office Monday·Friday from 11 :00 - 6:00

Are you interested in making people happy and having fun at the same time?
The SEC is looking for many people to
join our staff. Our job is to provide the
G.U. student with a wide selection of entainment possibilities. It's a big job, but
it's also a fun job. You can give as little
or as m·uch time as you like_ You gain
some practical experience on how to
run a small business. You can receive
- some 'nice fringe benefits, too, such as

free entrance to movies or free passes
to concerts, depending on position.
We .need people· in any and all of the
following areas: Party Service, Concerts, Special Events, Movies, Production, Ushering, Security, Business,
Coffeehouses, Public Relations, an'd
Advertising. If you're interested in joining
the-staff at SEC, then come to our

GENERAL RECRUITMENT MEETING
Wednesday, Jan. 19th, 9:00 P.M., Healy Basement Conference Room
SEC is an equal opportunity employer. No preuk;)Us experience necessary, just a good disposition.
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Benton 'fa Review Corp .
by Tracey Hughes

Vince Lombardi Cancer Research
Center which it has helped fund in
past years through a tennis tournament. However, he noted that the
tennis tournament "will be an
impossibility this year. ,we are
looking for alternatives to raise
funds. We have been 'kicking around
a lot of ideas because we definitely
'want to continue our support of the
Center."
.
Benton added that he was "conSidering a change in our whole
approach. We have considered changing our relationship, with student
government and the University which
could involve rewriting or dissolving
our articles of incorporation." How-

,

"We've developed services as far as
they can go for the moment-it's
time to ·slow down, time for
reflection," said John Benton, new
executive vice preside~t for the
student corporation, expressing his
goals for the future of the Corp.
According to Benton, it is time
for the Corp to begin a reevaluation
,of its services. Although he com·
mented that "we are constantly
looking into new services," he said he
feels, that the Corp should concentrate on "refinement and expansion
of already existing services."
In an interview, Benton stressed
the corporation's commitment to the

Gtown Peace Action Coalition
Stages Bomber Bucks Protest
by Harrie t Louros

Saturday, January 22nd, the
People's Action Caucus (PAC), in
conjunction with the National Campaign to Ban the B-1 Bomber, will
sponsor a demonstration against the

IRS Considers

$92 billion aircraft project.
. The DC protest will be just one of
some eighty.odd nationwide demonstrations also taking place that day.
PAC hopes that the newly inaugurated president, who will make the
final
decision concerning the
bomber, will be influenced by this
display of opposition. "The fate of
the B-1 Bomber is up to Carter,"
stated Lenny Goodman, one of
PAC's leaders.
Originally Carter had opposed
the bomber project, due to its
cost, its threat to the environ-·
ment, as well as its perpetuation of
the arms race, according to Goodman. However, Craig Stevens of the
National Campaign is worried that
between Secretary of
Defense
Harold Brown and the Pentagon,
Carter may be pressured into passing
the bomber project. "What we hope
to do is to pressure Carter to halt the
passage," said Stevens.
In September 1976, the B·1
bomber project created a split vdte in
Congress. Eventually; both houses
resolved to postpone the final decision until February 1st, 1977.
Following this date, the President
"will have until the summer to decide.
Stevens stated that "we are calling on
Carter to make an early decision in
the interests of the people."
The demonstration is expected to
draw a crowd of a few hundredprimarily college studen ts. Georgetown has been the most active of
the area colleges working' on the
project, according to PAC spokesman.
Stevens remarked that GU "happened to be the one with right
people ~t the right time."

Tax on Faculty
Tuition Benefits
The Internal Revenue Service has
proposed a change in tax regulations
which would classify faculty and
staff tuition benefits as taxable
income.
Last year 81 faculty children and
31 faculty members received such
benefits from Georgetown University
totaling over $60,000. Under University policy all faculty and staff
and their children admitted to
Georgetown University receive a full
tuition scholarship.
Presently the benefits are treated
as tax exempt scholarships_
At a public hearing held a week
ago, Georgetown University President Timothy Healy argued against
the proposed change on the grounds
that "Congress has expressed ,its
intention in unequivocal terms that
such scholarships are to be excluded
from income."
IRS spokesmen noted that the
unusually heavily attended hearing
has led them to reconsider the
proposal before submitting it again
to the Secretary of Treasury.

ever, he stressed that "nothing
definite is being decided-it's just an
alternative."
Outgoing Executive VP for the
Corp Bill McCloy, who has also been
working with other outgoing Corp
officers in reorganizing the corporation, commented, "We are just
studying the situation and looking at
all different types of alternatives;
nothing is concrete at this point in
time."
Donald Herzberg
Benton's selection reflects a trend
During his freshman year Benton
toward appointing Corp officers
from within the ranks of the worked at Vital Vittles as a cashier.
organization, according to McCloy. He was promoted to head stocker
Whereas in previous years ffew . during his sophomore year and in
officials often had little actual Jan uary 1976 was appointed general
experience within the corporation manager of the store. "I've watched
itself, the new appointees have all the Corp grow just through Vital
Vittles," he commente d.
worked within the Corp.

GU Health Care Plan:
Alternative Doctoring
by Tracy Hughes

The search for alternatives to
conventional ,health care programs
has resulted recently in a growth in
popularity of so called Health Maintenance Organizations such as the
Georgetown University Community
Health Plan.
According to the program's Vice
President for Marketing and Subscriber SerVices, the Health Maintenance Organization offers an "alternative to traditional health insurance
programs. "
Under the Community Health
'Plan, which was founded in 1971,
subscribers are entitled to comprehensive medical care, including regular check· ups, diagnosis and treatment of non-emergency illnesses.
According to Gallo, the aim of the
plan is to provide not only health
insurance but health service to its
members. "The responsibility is twofOld," he commented. He stated that
an indemnity type program such as
Blue Cross/Blue Shield is concerned
basically only with emergency care.
Under an indemnity program the
monthly premium covers only health
insurance against a diagnosed illness.
According to Gallo, most indemnity
programs contain a provision for a
deductible sum, generally $100,
which means that the policy holder
must himself pay for the first $100
of care before the company becomes
liable. The GUCHP has no deductabies according to Gallo, because

"deductibles are a deterrent to
necessary medical care."
Another difference between the
two types of coverage is that in an
indemnity plan the holder is required
to pay a certain portion of his
hospital or in-patient care, while on a
plan such as GUCHP the member is
fully covered, stated Gallo. '
To bp covered, however, a GUCHP
member must use the facilities and
doctors provided by the plan.
Georgetown became interested in
the HMO, commented Executive
Vice-President of the Plan Joyce
Dublow, because "Health Maintenance Organizations had been gaining attention because of their innovations in ambulatory health care
rather than in-patient or hospitalized
care." The GUCHP also allowed the
University to develop a better meth·
od of teaching medical and nursing
stUdents ambulatory care by actual
assistance to the center's physicians,
according to Dublow. This training
gives a limited number of stUdents
experience in a private practice to
supplement the usual hospital training, Dublo'Y said.
Though the GUCHP is a corporation separate from the University,
retaining its own lawyers and handling a separate budget, Dublow
commented, "We maintain a close
relationship with the University,
though we are a free standing
institution,"
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-Policy Role Debated
,For Finance Comm
by Doug Schoppert

Thrust into the limelight by the
utilities surplus affair in late September, the Main Campus Finance
Committee has become, over the
course of the past semester, perhaps
the most influential policy making
body on the Main Campus of
Georgetown University, with the
possible exception of the University's
Board of Directors.
University President Timothy
Healy endorsed the MCFC's position
on the utility surplus question in
mid·November, switching the authority for its expenditure from Vice
President for Administrative Services
Dan Altobello to the Budget Advisory Group made up of five other
university vice presidents.

Analysis
When Altobello, ,upset at the
committee's stance on utility and
athletic questions, resigned from the
MCFC in late October, the committee scored another victory when
Healy rejected the AlLobello resignation and expanded the mandate of
the committee to include Auxiliary
Enterprises, such as the Food Service
and Residence Life.
This series of events led MCFC
Chairman Herzberg to comment that
"I think what happened is we drew a
little blood. We're going to draw a
little more."
The committee was heard from in
other areas as well, calling for, in
various subcommittee reports, the
elimination of the University's track
and field program, a differential in
tuition charges for undergraduate
students (a recommendation later

,

overruled by Vice President 'for
Academic Affairs Rev. Aloysius Kelley), the establishment of a four
course semester, and the elimination
of two Associate Dean positions in
Residence Life as a cost-saving
measure.
Now, however, just as the MCFC
has seemed to' become the hob of the
decision-making machinery of the
Main Campus, both Kelley, to whom
it reports, and Herzberg, its chairman, are expreSiiing concern that its
power may have gotten out of hand
and beyond the bounds of its original
mandate
\
Kelley speaks of "integrating (the
committee) more closely into the
policy making proccss."
To do this, Kelley foresees that
the University's Council of Deans
and the Main Campus schools'
Executive Councils in conjunction
with the newly revived Interschool
Committee wilI "spell out and
address the guidelines that the
committee would follow in drawing
up the year's budget."
However, Herzberg notes the
MCFC has been involved because of a
vacuum in the University policymaking mechanism. "Where we got
into the area of policy-making, it's
because we haven't had anythihg else
on the Main Campus," he said,
For whatever reasons, the MCFC
has "carried the torch" for the party
of thought which endorses the
primacy of academics in a university
often accused of being dominated by
purely administrative concerns.
It seems unlikely that any collection of University committees will be
quite as successful in the struggle as
the MCFC has proven to be over the
past half year.

MEDICAL EDUCATION. IT IS
HONESTLY POSSIBLE TO BECOME
AN ACCREDITED PHYSICIAN, AND
OVERCOME THE MEDICAL WEEDOUT SYSTEM. PHYSICIAN'S EYEOPENING METHODS FULLY EXPLAINED. SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR MONEY RETURNED.
SEND $7.98 to: BACKDOORS TO
MEDICINE, 2409 S. MONROE ST.,
TALLAHASSEE, FL. 32301.

SENIORS
All organizations wishing to }:lave their
picture taken for the yearbook must
make an appointment through Campus
Mail by January 21st. You
will be receiving a reply sheet ....
please return it promptly.
Mon.Jan.17m Sc'Tue.Jan.teat

8p.t.n-

:tOl' tnol'e info.

call: Fr,nkHeolo.l al33S-1301j- or Paul J3"I'Y\~ ~ll8-OI~2

ORGANIZATIONS

BRING YOUR FILM TO

c;,\)GAR~

35th & 0 st. N.W.
,GEORGETOWN

DISCOUNT ON
FILM DEVELOPING
By our Local.Lab

* FASTSERVICE
I

DAY ON

1

110,126, & 135
KODACOLOR ORIGINAL
ROLLS (Develop & Print)

*KODAK
FRESH
FILM
AT
DISCOUNT
PRICES
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This is your Last chance to
get your yearbook picture taken.
Sign ups:
Today ,& ~onday,YDB office

. 10 - 4:30 - 625-4421
Tues. & Wed. in front of
Philodemic Room (2nd: Healy) 1 - 5 p.m.
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Born Again

Pearl of Great Price
It's mid May, you're slttmg on one of
those metal folding chairs, it's 90 degrees, the
girl next to you keeps telling you that she
can't believe it's finally over, your pants are
sticking and some guy from the Northern
Virginia Traffic Commission is giving the
Senior address entitled "Why Young People
Drive So Fast."
For the last few years Georgetown has had
as much trouble getting someone of any note
to speak at commenceme,nt as they've had
getting money from Alumni. This year was no
exception.
'Woody Allen refused because he still
harbors bitter feelings towards institutions of
higher learning(he was thrown out of two)
and Art Buchwald couldn't make it due to a
previous commitment.
However, this year we were lucky, Pearl
Bailey, one of America's great entertainers,
has accepted Georgetown's invitation to speak
at graduation May 22 and that ain't bad.
The United States Ambassador of Good
Will to the UN, though not our first choice,
will und6ubtedly prove to be one of the best

speakers ,Georgetown has ever had. She is a
welcome change from the speakers of the last
few years, who were somewhat less than
national celebrities.
It is rumored that Ms. Bailey will also sing
at commencement. Now, it is a well known
fact that she is a formidable singer, but we
don't know how people might react if Father
Healy and Pearly May started to do a song
and dance act. Still, Georgetown's President
has had some experience.
Some have questioned the validity of
giving an honorary~ degree to an entertainer,
but Pearl Bailey has proven to be more than
that, being a well known humanitarian and
political activist.
It has been a long time since seniors could
actually look forward to graduation for asons
other than getting their diplomas. The
honorary degree committee had its difficulties
this year, most of which were beyond its'
control, but it appears that it's made a good
choice. If thc unlikely happens and President
elect Carter also accepts an invitation to speak
with Bailey, tht:n it will be icing on the cake.

by Mark McAdams
The Inauguration is next week
and the grandstands are all but
complete except for a small lemon·
ade stand. However, this will not be
your everyday Washington swearing
in. A,ccording to Carter spokesmen,
the fonner Governor of Georgia will'
not be wearing the traditional formal
attire worn by past presidents, but
will wear a plain blue suit. Being a
man of the people (everyone owns a
multi·million dollar government sub·
sidized peanut farm), the future
President was considering wearing
overalls and a red bandana but was
disuaded when he was informed that
the always alert DC police might
mistake him for a vagrant and Carter
him off to jail.
Even Carter's brother Billy, who
just recently lost in the Plains
mayoral election (they know better),
is as untypical as his brother. It has
been revealed that Billy is consider·
ing uprooting his now famous filling
station and moving it just across the
street from the White House. There

he plans to sell beer to Congressmen ,patronage. He has, received rides on
and their mistresses and work on corporate jets, including those fur-,
completing his book entitled How to nished by Lockheed Aircraft Corp.,
Manipulate the Press or How to Look and the Coca Cola Co., and once
like an Intellectual Who Reads Lots accepted, according to an article in
of Books and Make Everyone Believe the Washington news weekly Current
.that You Were Trying to Keep it a Events, the use of a car and driver in
Secret.
New York provided by a lobbyist for
a major pharmaceutical ,finn.
\
According to the same article Qur
adamantly ethical president-elect (le,r
gally) refused to disclose the names
of corporations and individuals who
contributed to his 1970 gubernatorial
campaign. Carter claimed that he did
Recently Billy was seen going up not keep complete records, though
in a balloon to publicize a local two aecountants who worked on his
ballooning club. However, it was not campaign claim that the contribureported in the national press that he tions were automated and that
had made his ascent into the clouds records were kept on every penny
with hot air provided by his older that came in, Well anyway, this will
be an open administration.
brother.
It is reassuring to know that Mr.
At last we have someone of true,
integrity in the White House. Unlike Carter has become so concerned with
outgoing President Ford, who accept· bringing ethics back to government
ed a few golf shirts and a vanilla ice by setting an uplifting example of
cream cone at a Dairy Queen, Carter Christian love, warmth, and a singlegoes first class in accepting unethical minded pursuit of power.

BigmQc/

malk mcAdams

BllTlJim'WAS AN AcciDENT!
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.Hunting Witches
The history of the Church is chemistry. I will neither deny nor persons. Take the arts, for instance.
replete with instances of saints whose affirm the veracity of this theory, When the alleged fairer sex takes
bodies have remained free from cor· but I would like to point out the over, we may witness such theatrical
ruption long after death. Unfortu· unprecedented amount of Com·, and cinematic productions as "A
nately, the same thing can't be said munist activity in this area.
Person for All' Seasons," "The Person
for our politicians, even while they're
My professors are Communists. of La Mancha" 'and " The Person
still alive.
The administration is a bunch of Who Would Be King."
It is indeed a keen disapPointment Communists. My cat is a Communist.
The utilization of non-sexist
when the senator you helped put in a Every morning when I get up, I hear terminlogy could also change the
$40,000 per annum job has to be him holler" Mao! Mao!" Next thing character of romance. Young lovers
fished out of the Tidal Basin with a you know he'll be joining the Siamese' on starry nights would gaze wistfully
woman of ill repute. TJIen the . Liberation Army and reading the' ~ ,at j' the ,perso~ in the moon, .and
country is really up a tree when the , collected works of Karl Manx.'
"ministers \vould conclude marriage
candidate everyone thought would
Another worthy cause is the ceremonies with the words "I now
make fine presidential timber turns preservation of the English. language. prounce you person and wife."
out to be dead wood on the
As broadminded as I try to be, I
executive branch.
still perceive a serious flaw in this
Fortunately, the student senate is
scheme. The term person may be
above such shenanigans. Instead of
non·sexist, but it is decidedly biased
lusting in their hearts after secretaries
from an ecological point of view-.it
who type with one finger, or
refers to only one of over a million
fraternizing with South Koreans
species of animal life which inhabit '
bearing gifts, our student senators'
The latest outrage perpetrated on the earth. We need a term which
pursue more constructive ends; our mother language is the demand denotes the solidarity of person kind
namely , impea<;hing each other, by wonen's liberationists that the with the rest of nature. Therefore, I
forming committees, and mailing term person be substituted for man. will not be at peace until all the
newsletters about their committees Such a practice 'could result in Executive chairpersons become exec·
to apathetic students.
'
deep.seated cultural "shock for hu· utive chaircreatures.
The record speaks for itself.loudly
and at great length. There is so much
hot air in Healy basement that the
building has to be weighted down
with lead ballast to keep it from
flying South for the winter.
Engaged in petty rivalries, the
student senate not surprisingly has
neglected the burning issues of the
day. Among these is the question of
water fluoridation. Angered over last
year's ouster, vengeful Macke officials are conspiring to introduce
this vile substance into all beverages
beloved by Hoyas, from the coffee
consumed copiously in the cafeterias
to the barrels of beer imbibed at the
Pub.
Allegedly, fluoride is incorporated
SV1" HOW CAt.! '(Dc) CUT IT J)CNJtJ1b
into the dental structure, fortifying
one's choppers against the decay and
oNLy $2.5 Ir PLA-re.? ..--~
degradation wrought by sugar. However, if Joe Hoya disdains the use of
the toothbrush, not all the fluoride
in the world will keep his gums from
getting lonely. A much more logical
solution would be to have dental
school volunteers drill some sense
into students' heads, or if worst
comes to worst, serve soft foods at
the cafeterias.
Furthermore, there are those who
claim that water fluoridation is a plot
by radicals of a leftist persuasion to
introduce toxins into our bio-

Splitting Infinitives/
Greg Kitsock

Hello Bailey

Food for Thought
Students eating their first meal of the year
in New South may have noticed 'Marriott's
latest innovation-the cashier no longer sits at
an ordinary table, but resides behind a
veritable wooden fortress, safely secluded
from the grubby hands of the clientele.
Instead of installing this oaken isolation
booth, Marriott officials might have taken the
time to set up a menu board at the cafeteria
entrance. As it is now, students are forced to
play the unpleasant game of Marriott
roulette-the same click of the card reader that
grants you access to the roast prime ribs of
beef can also stick you with the hamburger
hash.
Even Macke let us know in advance what
we would be dining upon. Marriott has had a
whole semester ~o get settled, and there is no
excuse for their not providing boarders with
the basic amenities.
An additional annoyance is the fact that
the carriages for trays frequently are clustered

in a remote corner or the room. Students
finished with their meals must tote their trays
halfway across the cafeteria, dropping plates
in the process and spilling soup down the
necks of other boarders who are already hot
under the collar from the long lines.
Conspicu<?usly absent from the New South
bulletin board is the list of this week's
winners in Marriott's Roy Rogers roast beef
sandwich giveaway. Actucdly, this giveaway is
not as charitable as it may appear. The lucky
winner munching on his sandwich is likely to
buy at least an order of fries and a soda or,
the side, increasing Roy Rogers' business. And
guess who owns the Roy Rogers restaurant
chain: Marriott.
Maybe they discontinued the contest due
to lack of response from the winners. As one
boarder put it, "One bite of Roy Rogers'
roast beef and you'll never wonder again what
happened to Trigger."
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Philip Hart: The National Conscience
There was nothing phony or
artificial about Philip Hart, and that's
one reason why many tears were
shed pn December 29, 1976, the day
he was buried in Mackinac, Michigan.
He was "The Conscience of the
Senate ", a tireless fighter for his
beliefs. He fought his battles ethically and well; I do not think he ever
did a petty thing. To say that he was
universally respected is to mis-state
the issue. He was universally admired
and loved.
• Shortly after this column origi.
nally appeared in The HOY A, Sen·
ator Hart stated that this was one of
the few pieces written about him
that he wished his family might have
the opportunity to see after he was
gone. If for no other reaSon than to
make plain the degree of our loss,
that request deserves ta be fulfilled.
-l.M.K.

The Dictionary of Yiddish Slang and
Idiom defines a mentsh as "a human
being in the moral and ethical sense;
not merely a person but a person of
worth and dignity, one who can be
respected." It could have added:
"For example, Senator Philip Hart."
Wayne Morse's old slogan of "as
always, principle above politics" has
no better subject than Hart. Earlier
this year, Sen. Hart cast the lone

HELD OVER!
TUES thru SUN
PHONE CHARGE 452,-0098

Ibrn:'ii' MY! w>rn:©[F)!brn: ~©~rn:
THE SEXUAL MUSICAL

WEST END THEATER
1101 23rd St., N.W. Washington

, a or over only

'Speclal Student Rate
Sun (3 p.m.) MATINEE $5.00

dissenting Democratic vote against
the confirmation of James Eastland
as President Pro Tempore of the
Senate.
Hart maintains that he has no
quarrel with the seniority system,
but voted against Eastland for purely
ethical reasons. "Under the law of
Presidential succession, the President
Pro Temp of the Senate is third in
line to the Presidency. "
"Now Senator Eastland has been
very gentle in his dealings with me on
the Judiciary Committee, but he's
about the last man in the Senate I
can think of I'd like to be placed in
the line of Presidential succession."
Put simply, "Eastland's career has
been based on seperation of the
races."
In 1968, Sen. Hart endorsed Sen.
Eugene McCarthy's candidacy just
before the Convention, when it was
quite obvious that a snowball had a
better chance in hell than McCarthy
did of getting the nomination.
Stating that he wished he'd given
his support to McCarthy "a damn
sight sooner," Hart explained, "The
over-riding issue at the time was how
best to end the war. A vote in
support of McCarthy indicated that
you agreed with his solution."
The' classical American Liberal,
the myth goes, sits in his office all
day, contemplating his navel and

.Gurdjieff and
Ouspensky
School

making insipid sounding statements the quality of life that have prior
about the universal goodness of man claim. You can't justify poisoning
and the eventual inheritance of the the public air or water because some
earth by the righteous. Quite the of the public will have more work.
contrary for Sen. Hart. When ques· None of us has a right to spoil that
tioned, Hart replied, "No one ever which is owned by all."
votes against"his conscience. I hope I
It was Sen. Hart's committment
have never voted in an un con· to principle and dignity that caused
scienable fashion."
his name to come up as a possible
It is difficult to define a "political Supreme Court nominee following
conscience," he said, "All' one can do the Haynsworth and Carswell de·
is to point out characteristic tenden· bacles. When asked what his reaction
cies-Iike being in favor of security, was upon hearing such rumors, Hart
freedom and peace, fear that govern· bluntly said "That they were wrong
ment intrusion will do more harm and that's not false modesty."
than good, etc."
Pointing out that he is "comfortable
As the bearded Senator from as a Senator,'" Hart stated his firm
Michigan put it, "Depending on your belief that "it wouldn't help the
philosophy you view something as Court if the nominee was seen as a
either a tax loop.hole or as a capital politician. "
The strain' of honor running
investment to promote more jobs."
It is always difficult to vote for a through Philip Hart does not stop
bill one considers "right" when it with himself. His wife has refused to
conflicts with the economic best pay federal income taxes until the
interests of the constituency. In Sen. war in Indo·China is stopped and one
Hart's home state of Michigan the of his daughters was an early and
auto industry is the driving force dogged worker for Senator McCarthy
behind the stateJs economy. How· in 1968.
If ever an honest, high principled,
ever, Senator Hart has consistently
voted to place tougher and tougher honorable man ever sat in the United
anti-pollution restrictions on the States Senate, Philip Hart is he. If the
American people ever decide that
auto industry.
As he said, "I am for a healthy honor and competence should be the
auto industry, and chemical, and criterion by which to select a
steel and mining industries, but there President, Philip Hart would be the
are obligations bearing on health and winner by acclamation.

YOUR GIFT HEADQUARTERS

35th and N Streets,

• At the former Democratic General Store
• Inaugural, Campaign and Political Buttons and Pins, Necklaces,
and Jewelry of all kinds; Scarves, T·Shirts, posters, stickers,
patches, watches and much much more.
• The only store of its kind,

(behind Nevils)

965-1943

is holding an OPEN
MEETING Jan. 17th
for information call
428-0069

THE 1600 and 33'STORE
1633 Wisconsin Avenue, Georgetown
Jan. Hours: Mon·Sat: 9:30 - 9:30; Sun: Noon· 7
Telephone: 338·2163

AvailAble 1 Hour Before Showtlme

EDDING RINGS

STUDENT SKI SALE

HAND MADE ORIGI NALS

Jan. 14 - 21

BARRY mlCHAELSON

featuring a TEN PERCENT.
student discount <- - , '~:::,::'

(Goldsmith &JewE?ler) .' .

785-1388

. THINGS POLITICAL
THINGS INAUGURAL
THINGS COLLECTABLE THINGS GIFTABLE

Handcrafted jewelry,
clothing and gift items
from around the world.

1909 Eye St.. NW

,Hexcel Skis - 10% OFF.
ROSSignol Skis - 15% OFF
Kastle Free Style Pro - 15% OFF
Solomon Bindings
Look Bindings

Free Mounting &
Engraving & Ski Ties

Kastle skis, Tyrola bindings, poles, mounting, engraving, ski ties, safety straps, ski boots $172.95

Dolomite & Nordica Ski Boots - 10& OFF
Ski Clothing: Jump suits, down jackets, down vests,
Bib-alls,sweaters

/

Tennis Clothing on Sale
Some Racquets on Sale

RACQUET & SKI SHOP LTD.
3284M St. NW
Georgetown

965·0088 - Jeff
You must have a valid student [D,

American-Continental Cuisine
and Selected Seafoods ,
This Month's Complete Dinner Special

Amazing Grace

BEEF en BROCHETTE

When Grace Slick canceled her reserVations on the Jefferson Airplane and booked passage on the
Jefferson Starship, her switch was at least nominally sYl;Dbolic of a new musical era for the White
Rabbit crew. But tRere have been few changes in the mind of the lead singer. Now, totally spaced and a
mother besides, Grace still has no inhibitions aside from the Chevy engine in her }\stan Martin. Amazing
Grace brings us all up to date in the current issue of OUI. Some other Sixties holdovers are those FBI
files on radicals. Robert Wieder, also in the current OU], tracks his file downwith great difficulty..:.. in Nailing Your Files. while Anita Hoffman,Abbie's better
half, tens you what's in the folders of the famous. Meanwhile, David Dalton
attends a chann school for transsexuals to divine the mysteries of feminine
behavior and otJl asks, "Where has everything gone?" in Strange Vanishings, ~"'"an investigation into the disappearance of just about anything. Naturally, .
::
there's more-B movies, Mexican food, tennis addiction, CIA blunders, cross·
country skiing and more than a little bare skin. But you have to ask for it
at your newsstand. That's easy, though. Just say OUI.

~:
~'.,..,
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C 1976. Playboy Publications

DO..

Chunks Qf Filet Mignon expertly marinated, or

BROILED FRESH FISH
In Season, or

ROAST LEG OF LAMB
or

MOUSAKA
(Layers of Ground Beef and Eggplant topped with Bechamel Sauce)
Including: Soup du jour, Baked Potato, Salad, Breac & Butter, Dessert

Cocktails Served
Open Daily 7 a.m .. 10 p.m.
Sat. Noon - 11, Sun. 1 . 9 p.m.
Happy Hour in our Cocktail Lounge
4to 7p.m.

1600 Wilson Blvd.
Rosslyn, Va. 522-5555
10% off with college Ld.
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Strut Stings at Ford's Theatre
by Ivan Katz
similar rave notice could be given to budget or not, a six piece band
The All Night Strut c~rrently at . Ms. Jonelle Allen, were it not for two cannot sound like a Big Band
Ford's Theatre is a show with an annoying habits of hers: She has a , anymore than a Steinway can sound
identity crisis. It is too ·big to be a small voice, which does not allow her like a caIliope. On occasion, quite
cabaret production; too small for a to belt out numbers like Ella naturally, they over-compensated,
theatre ... even a house as small as Fitzgerald, but she tries nevertheless. sounding loud and dissonant, not
Ford's. Too bad, really, the play is She shouldn't. She also has a full. They did have some bright
able· to provide a foot-wagging tendency to milk her numbers. What spots, however. In the slow numbers
pleasure and almost irrepressable started out as a perfect Lady Day· .they tended to sound petter, and the
desire to sing along despite its version of Stormy Weather degen- sound of the sleezy sax in several
short comings.
erated into an emotional bath, more spots was great.
It is improper to say that this pathetic than sad. She carries a torch
The casting· director did not do
show has a plot. About 40 songs are song about as well as Peter Framp- the appropriate homework in the
sung, songs which represent the ton.
selection of dancers. Although the
musical best of the '30's and '40's.
The other female lead, Barbara female dancers were fine, the male
These are the songs our parents grew Heuman, has a voice 'which is too dancers appeared to have been the
up with (or w~nt to war with). A small for a shower room, let alone first six sweeties plucked off the
Tisket A Tasket, Jukebox Saturday the stage ... any stage. Her voice has Third Avenue Meat Rack. Their
Night and Ain't Misbehauin' are some a quality not unlike the fellow on the grunts, groans, and facial grimaces
of the Hit Parade leaders. Mixed in Vick's Nyquil commercials ... but a during some rather routine dance
are such standards as the One bit more fragile. Michael Davis, the numbers were distracting to 'say the
O'Clock Jump, Hard Hearted Han- other male lead, has one of the worst :least. The dance segments make me
nah, and the rousing finale, The voices heard publically since I drunk- . wonder
whether
choreographer
Continental.' Its a show for the ear enly croaked out a Puccini aria one· Arthur Faria raided Busbee Berkand the eye. Sad to relate, the eye ·night at· The Place Where Pino eley's wastebasket as a kid. "Unwins hands down.
Dwells.
inspired" pretty much sums it
One must inevitably focus on the
The director of this production up ... however, some good numbers
cast, and the standout is clearly .must have been recuperating from a were in evidence (several in the New
Irving Lee. He acts, he sings, he touch of the vapors when it was Orleans sequence, for instance). If
dances, and he maintains a consis- decided that a six piece band would Faria's conception of The ,Lindy is
tantly stellar level of performance. A suffice for this prodUction. Limited 'correct, I am forced to wonder about .

the enforcement of Lascivious Carriage laws in that era. Provocative
merely scratches the surface.
But enough of this nay-saying!
Carol Oditz' costumes were nothing
less than spectaCUlar; far and away
the best I've seen at Ford's in three
years and almost worth the price of
admission ·alone. The .set design was·
inspired, conveying just the right
amount of faded decadence in an art
deco setting. Rising mikes and some
exceptional lighting arrangements
helped, but I wish to repeat an
oft-stated recommendation: Take the
man who handles the travelling spotlight out behind the theatre and
shoot him.
If you combine such !pusic as The
Jar;a Jir;e (in a very 1930's rendition,
not· at all like the oily version the
Manhatten Transfer has put out),
Cuanto La Gusto, a very spirited
Broadway Rythm, and Hard Hearted
Hannah (The Vamp of Savannah,
Ga.), you simply cannot go wrong.
The All Night Strut has several
\
short-comings and a couple of
failures, but somehow it inexorably swear that I saw a fellow doing ·production which can· do that to
manages to rock, roll, shimmy, truck ., cartwheels down Tenth Street after people.
and jitterbug its way int~ the heart. I the show ... and it isn't every
-Ivan Katz

'American Ballet Does a Number
American Ballet Theatre's unprecedented four-week season at the
Kennedy Center last month treated
Washington to a host of brilliant
performances, widely-varied repertory offerings and, of course, the
widely-reported world premiere of
Mikhail Baryshnikov's magnificent
production of "The Nutcracker."
Unfortunately, the season also pre·
sented only too clearly a microcosm
of the worst, as well as the best, in
today's ABT.
The best example of what's worst
was the Wru.hington premiere of
ABT's new production of "The
Sleeping Beauty," substantially remodelled since its world premiere in
New York last June. The ballet itself
has major internal difficulties which
almost no amount of remodelling
could resolve, especially as long as
ABT remains preoccupied with historical accuracy ·to the detriment of .
choreographic and dramatic· values.
In sharp contrast with the dramatic tension and depth of "Swan
Lake," the dramatic content of
"Sleeping Beauty" gives the principals very little emotional "meat" to
explore and interpret. Basically, a
lovely princess celebrates her sixteenth birthday, goes to sleep, wakes
up, and gets married. A young prince
yearns for true love, meets Miss
Right, and marries her.
The ballet is also burdened with
complicated plot details (such as the
death threat by Caraboose, overriden
by the Lilac Fairy's wish changing
death to a long sleep). The ABT
production tries to convey such
intricacies by heavy reliance on
classic mime gestures. Although these
wele familiar to the 19th-century
Russian
audiences
for
whom
"Beauty" was first produced, contemporary audiences are largely unaware of the meaning of classical
mime gestures. A more important
reason for avoiding heavy reliance ·on
classic mime, however, is the now
almost universal recognition that
dance movement alone should be
adequate to convey dramatic content. If mime, program notes, and
the like are essential for understanding the dramatic content of the
choreography, then the choreography simply hasn't measured up to
the potential now ·recQgnized for
dance movement alone. (In contrast,
Baryshnikov's "Nutcracker" is virtually devoid of mime, instead
conveying its dramatic import

through carefully constructed dance
sequences).
"Sleeping Beauty" is also flawed
by the endless, irrelevant divertissements (the court dances, for example), which are clearly nothing but an
excuse for additional dancing, with
virtually no dramatic raison d'etre. If
the ballet is intended as a dramatization expressed through dance, then
the irrelevant divertissements should
probably be eliminated. If, on the
other hand, the ballet is presented
primarily as a series of interesting
dances for the soloists and company,
then the production would be better
off without the numerous non-dancing episodes, the mime, and the
elaborate (and often poorly executed) gimmickry of boats, dry ice, and
fairy dust.
This problem of constant interruption in the dramatic flow by
divertissements and non-dancing episodes is shared with the other
Tchaikovsky jPetipa ballets. Interestingly, again, Baryshnikov avoided
this problem by eliminating many of
the distractions in his "Nutcracker,"
so as not to allow the audience to
lose sight of the dramatic flow of the
ballet.
The Tchaikovsky score to "Sleeping Beauty" is in many ways superior
to that of "Swan Lake," in part
because "Sleeping Beauty" is not
ladden with the obvious "vamps" or
space-fillers that litter the score to
"Swan Lake." Unfortunately, ABT
still follows the practice of drastically altering the tempo to suit the
preferences of the principal dancers,
which is especially annoying with
music as familiar as Tchaikovsky.
It is clear that, "Sleeping Beauty"
is a glaring example of ABT's
expensive habit (their production of
"Raymonda" is another) of mounting lavish ballets touted as "re-creations" of productions designed for
the sensibilities of earlier generations
of dance audiences. The company
would do well to follow the example
of contemporary "re-creation" in its
own "Nutcracker," and retain the
strengths of earlier productions,
without encumbering them with
outmoded practices simply for the
sake of "historical accuracy."
ABT also brought its production
of Glen Tetley's "Le Sacre du
Printemps," first presented by the
company in New York in June. The
production has met with generally
negative reviews by both the New

York and Washington critics, but so
have most other attempts to choreograph "Sacre," including Nijinsky's
controversial efforts_
Although Stravinsky is revered for
the "danceability" of so much of his
music, it may be that "Sacre," like
Beethoven symphonies, is indeed the

deux. Paired with Ivan Nagy (who,
with his strength, and sense of
timing, continues as the company's
best partner), Tcherkassky conveyed
just the right touch of sassiness; In
this, as well as her other performances during the season (including
"Nutcracker"
and
"Bayadere"),

sort of music that is so overwhelming
in itself that choreographic efforts
are almost unavoidably disappointing. Tetley's efforts are also marred
by superficial gimmicks to convey
"earthiness" -and erotica, such as
clenched fists, harshly benL ankles,
and borderline nudity (at least for
the men). The production does give
the corps an opportunity to demonstrate its remarkable energy and
enthusiasm, and the Washington.
engagement also gave audiences a
glimpse of some of the more
promising younger members of the
company, including Berthica Prieto
and Kirk Peterson, in the solo roles.
Although Prieto (a member of the
corps) suffered from unavoidable
comparisons with the intense protrayal by Martine van Hamel, who
created the role with the company,
she is clearly someone to watch for
in the future.
The season included several other
debuts, including Marianna Tcherkassky's debut in the virtuoso showpiece, the "Don Quixote" pas de

Tcherkassky demonstrated a technical competence that has improved
markedly since last spring, when her
debut in "Giselle" (also at the
Kennedy Center) was flawed with
technical baubles. (Her increasingly
frequent appearances as Baryshnikov's partner may have something to
do with this improvement).
In addition, Leslie Browne, Baryshnikov's co·star in the movie "The
Turning Point," made her first
appearances as a soloist with ABT.
Although cast as one of the Claras in
the "Nutcracker" and, in other
performances, as one of the soloist
snowflakes, she made only limited
appearances in other productions.
While it is decidely premature to
issije a verdict .on Browne, her lovely
line and clean technique promise
greater things to come with added
maturity and experience with the
company.
The return of Cynthia Gregory,
after a year's "retirement," was
clearly one of the highlights of the
season, especially her surprisingly

*** * * * * *
Hailed by the critics!!!
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strong interpretation of the technically-demanding role of Aurora in
"Sleeping Beauty." Reportedly, one
condition of her return was a greatly
reduced performing schedule, but
Washington audiences also got to seE'
her in "Swan Lake" and the pas de
deux "Grand Pas Classique."She also

suffer from comparison with the
performances here last spring by
Natalia Makarova and Baryshnikov.
Unfortunately, the corps has grown
unpleasantly sloppy, a real disgrace
since "Bayadere" is famed for its
brilliant choreographic sequences for
the corps.
"Push Comes to Shove," the
Twyla Tharp hit for Baryshnikov and
company, was seen three more times.
Although the earliest performances
of the ballet in New York last
January did not include any hatdropping by Baryshnikov, one WOl)ders now if he doesn't drop it
intentionally just so he can insert a
new ad lib at every performance.
Incidentally, the earliest casting information for this ballet had 'Ivan
Nagy substituting for Baryshnikov in
two of the three performances, but
this did not come to pass. One fears
that truly. no one but BarYsnnikov
could pull off the rolel .. Tharp
choreographed especially for him last
winter. Although Bujones might be
able to handle the extraordinarily
difficult choreography and Nagy the
dead-pan expressive component,
either would almost certainly be a
disappointment to audiences grown
accustomed to Baryshnikov's captivating performances. (We note with
sorrow the departure from the
company of Kenneth Hughes, the
corps member who took the marperformed mag~ificantly in Kenneth velous bows in the fOllrth moveMacMillan's choreographically insipid ment.)
"Concerto," orie of the more glaring
The company will return for three
examples of ABT's assumption that weeks on March 22, although reportby giving the audience first·rate edly without Baryshnikov. The
dancers, perhaps it won't notice strength of the company's principals
choreographic shallowness.
should make the forthcoming season
The company also brought several equally as exciting as the one just
old and ,not-so-old favorites, includ- passed, however, if the company
ing Antony Tudor's 1942 master- brings works worthy of itself. It
piece "Pillar of Fire," performed by . would be most interesting, for
Sallie Wilson with hypnotic anguish. example, to see Sallie Wilson in "Fall
Although it promised "Rodeo," the River Legend," another of her
company performed instead "Billy powerful dramatic roles, after seeing
the Kid," seen here quite recently her in "Pillar of Fire." This month in
(October, 1975). The work still New York the company will also
suffers from being somewhat too present several exciting leads in the
long, but the opening and closing classics "Coppelia" and "Giselle,"
sequences of pioneers moving West including Gregory, Tcherkassky,
across the stage in fugue-patterened Makarova, and van Hamel (making
movements are truly choreographic her debut in both roles). The
company also has yet to bring
gems.
The company again presented the Washington its new production of
Petipa classic "La Bayad~re," and it "Petrouchka," another FokinejStrawas a treat to see some new faces in vinsky classic originally created for
the lead roles (van Hamel and Charles Nijinslcy, which ABT produced for
Ward, along with Tcherkassky and its New York season last summer.
~ernando Bujones), although they
by Julie Van Camp
Personalized hand made 12K gold
filled name pin made to order. ANY
name, no matter how unusal can
be yours (maximum 12 letters).
Ideal gift for ANY occasion.
Please print name deSired and send
check or money order for $3.95
each (plus 55¢ postage and hand· (
ling] to M. HABER P.O. Box 169.
Riverdale Sta., Bronx, N.Y. 10471

Purdue Boils Hoopsters 83-65
by Cindy Chilton
The Purdue Boilermakers were
steaming as they took the court
in the second of the semifinal
games. Unfortunately, the Hoyas
soon became the victims of Purdue's
enthusiasm, losing 83-65.
The Hoyas provided tough com·
petition for Purdue in the first five
minutes, with the score changing
hands seven times. With three quick
outside jumpers by' Tourney MVP
Walter Jordan, Purdue took the lead
for good, running up a seventeen
point lead by halftime.
The Boilermakers successfully ig.
nited a mixture of zone and man-toman defense, nullifying any Hoya
penetration down the middle. ThiS,
coupled with Georgetown's poor
field goal shooting, left the Hoyas'
offensive attack colder than ice.
With 13:11 left in the second half,
Steve Martin's driving left side layup
whittled,Purdue's lead to ten, bringing the Hoya fans to their feet. Any
hopes of a Georgetown' comeback
were destroyed as the Boilers rattled
off seven straight points.
Boasting a 42-29 rebound advantage, Purdue dominated both boards,
getting two, three and sometimes
four shots at the same basket.
AI Dutch paced the Hoya scoring
with sixteen points, shooting 7 of 11
from the field. Steve Martin added
15 coming off the bench, and
freshman John Duren, who has been
verY impressive as well as consistent
in his starting position, chalked up
11 points.
Purdue . star Bruce Parkinson
turned dQwn a bid to play for the
Cleveland Cavaliers last year, opting to

Georgetown

payout his college career. Parkinson
showed the Garden his smooth ball
control and his ability to hit the
open man, as he and Eugene Parker
both tallied 13 pOints.

Dutch
Long
Scates
Duxen
Jackson
Hopkins
Maxtin
Riley
McDermott
Frazier
Eshcnck
Yoeman

Penn Consoles
Difficult as it is to' get up for a
consolation game, the Hoyas stilted
Penn's strong defense, beating them
in a tight 66-61 contest. The two
teams played with the fervor of a
championship game.
In the first half the score was tied
seven times. The Quakers matched
the Hoyas basket for basket for the
first 6l,-'2 minutes, until with 12:50
left in the first half Tom Scates
attacked with a tremendous right
side stuff after blocking two shots at
the other end of the court in the
previous play. That' got the. Hoyas
rolling, as they outscored Penn 10·2
on three baseline and key jumpers.
Kevin McDonald, Penn's leading
scorer with a 22 point average,
matched Jackson's jumpers, as the
QuakerS'tied the game at 26-26 with
3:21 left in the half.
In the second half the Hoyas and
the Quakers continued matching
baskets with neither team having
more than a six point lead. Steve
Martin hit five jumpers in the next
six minutes, putting the Hoyas ahead
for good_ Martin took the scoring
honors for the Hoyas with 17 points,
hitting 5-7 from the field and 7-8
.
from the charity line.
The Hoyas relied on a 2-3 zone
defense to squelch the Quakers
attack_ However, Penn's mobile manto-man defense resulted in 21 Hoya
turnovers leading to 14 points.

Totals
Purdue
Jordan
Walls
Scheffler
Parker
Parkinson
Sichting
Carroll
Thomas
Smalley
Kabat
McDermott
Needham

'.'"<

~'...

"iIi

:< :-

Penn
McDonald
Johnson
Lonetto
Willis
White
Smith
Crowley
Greene

G
6
5
1
1
3
3
5
3
2
29

F

2-2
1-4
0·0

a-a

T
14
2
2
10

3-6

61

F

T

6
6

6
4

Georgetown
Dutch
Long
Scates
Duren
Jackson
Hopkins
Martin
Riley

G
3
4
1
1
5
2
5
1
22

Georgetown
Penn
A -- 9,751

0-2
4-7

0-0

G
5
1
5
5
4
2
3
3
0
1
1
0

1-2
4-4
3-4
6-7
0-2
()-o
1-2
()-o
()-1
17·27
F

0-0
6-9
2-4
3-3
6-6
6-6
0-0
2-2
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0

11
4
7
15
0
0
1
0
4
65

T
10
8
12
13
13
9
6
8
2
2
2
0
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It's been a long time since the last contest, but the winner of Collegel

I Picks for the week of Dec. 13th is Aldo Vitagliano. Louisville's 78-75 upsetl
lof Marquette in overtime proved to give fans the most trouble. '
_ _ Maryland
_ _ Michigan State
_ _ Notre Dame

at
at
at

_ _ North Carolina
_ _ Rhode Island
_ _ Rutgers

at
at
at
at
at
at
at

Seton Hall
_ _ Duke
Cincinnati
_ _ Georgetown

_ _ Clemson
Indiana
_ _ Marquette
North Carolina State
Providence
_ _ George Washington
FOrdham
_ _ Wake Forest
~

Louisville
_ _ Holy Cross

• Place an X in front of your selection for the first nine selections.
• With the Hoya game, predict the score of the final outcome.
• Bring your College Picks to the HOY A office in Copley Basement
before 6:00 p.m. Monday night or mail via Campus Mail (Box 938).
• Winner, to be announced in the next issue, will receive two (2)
tickets to a Georgetown Basketball game.
NAME' _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
ADDRESS____________________________
PHONE NO._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

6

12
2

4-4

6

5-5

15

7-8
2-2

17
4

22·28
28 38
28 33

66
66

a-a

0
2
24

()-O

T
16
7
0

STANDINGS
ECAC Southern Division
as of January 12, 1977
Won
Lost
Georgetown
9
3
Old Dominion
8
2
Navy
8
5
St. Francis (Pa.)
7
6
Richmond
6
6
Virginia Com.
5
6
Catholic
3
7

11

0-0
0·0
0-0
0-0
0-0

0

F
2
1-2

30
23-30 83
Totals
Georgetown
25·
40
65
Purdue
42
41
83
A-7,102

~"

Price

G
7
3
0
5
0
2
5
0
0
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Hoyas Top Boston, Stonehill
by Mike Lindquist
The Hoyas put together a tremendous second half of basketball on
Saturday night at McDonough as
they rolled over an overmatched
Stonehill team by a score of 81-57.
Georgetown placed five men in
double figures, with Derrick Jackson
and freshman .john Duren leading
the way with 18 points apiece.
The wide-open first half saw
Stonehill overcome an 11 point
defiCit, as they converted numerous
Hoya turnovers into buckets. At the
mid-way point, Georgetown led by
just one, 36-35.
The Hoyas got their game together in the second stanza, however,
as they turned the contest into a
rout, scoring 45 points and limiting
Stonehill to a pathetic 22.
Stoneh'iH's top men,' senior for"
ward Tom Lavan and seven-foot
center' Chuck McKeon, each got into
early foul trouble, picking up three

personals apiece before halftime.
BU Bombed
Lavan tallied 11 points before
John Thompsoks roundball squad
fouling out with just under five returned to the friendly confines of
minutes to go. McKeon scored just McDonough Gym just seven days
four points (with three rebounds) as after their semi-final loss to Purdue
he was forced to alternate with in the Madison Square Garden
Charlie Simonds, who collected 15 Holiday Festival in New York. Their
points and eight 'bounds on the opponents, the Terriers of Boston
evening.
University, proved friendlier than did
For the home squad, AI Dutch the Boilermaj{ers, as they bowed to
accounted for 12 points and 10 the no-longer-ranked Hoyas by a
rebounds as he played the entire 40 score of 53-49_
minutes for the second consecutive
AI Dutch and Derrick Jackson
game. Ed Hopkins, who also saw 40 . celebrated the homecoming by comminutes of action, grabbed 12· bining for 34 points, well over half of
rebounds and went a perfect three Georgetown's total markers.
Neither team's offensive machine
for three from the field and four for
ran smoothly. The Bostonians clickfour at the line.
The Roya defense was in good ed on a meager 38% of their shots
form for the second straight game, from the fioor, while the Hoyas shot
bottlin~_l!Pt.l)~". G.hl.*ajp.§ .,:w~th tht;i~ _. at,.a !es~-tE~IJ:to.qig,,:H 'f9 .<;~ip .F;ror.n
aggressive zone, press, while out- the Ime, thmgs weren't much better
rebounding the smaller Stonehill as Georgetown hit on just 56% of
team 47-27.
their gift shots.

·tGltlle
~!~9nl
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'a'SESSION COURSE
COMPLETELY REVISED FOR NEWMCAT
SMALL CLASSES
VOLUMINOUS HOME STUDY MATERIAL
MAKE·UP LESSONS INCLUDED
TAPE CENTER FOR ADDED REVIEW

Register Now For April Exam
Classes in Maryland & D.C.

-~.
!I. N~I.·
I
·CAT.ION. ALCE..

TEST'PREPARA nON

SPECIALISrS SINCe ~938

4201 ConnecticutAve .. N.W .
. Washing!on, D.C. 20008

Call 244-301 0
We also offer courses for
LSAL [)AT,GRf.Gi\IAT

NATT. MEll.. BDS .. HEX

Garden Festival.

W. Maryland Next
On Swimmer Slate
by Bill Taylor

Coach John Wooters will be
looking for a win next Tuesday when
the Georgetown swim team faces
Western MArYland in a swimming
SaVings/rom 10 - 25%
meet at American University. The
1055 Thomas Jefferson St. NW
Hoyas, who defeated Western Mary337·1823
The Foundary Shops
land last year, will now face an
--~----------------.~ opponent that has several new
freshmen and a new coach that could
alter this year's outcome. Yet in spite
of these changes Coach ,wooters
predicts "a good meet" and says,
"We should win."
Coach Wooters had not decided
who will be swimming on Tuesday
but he says he plans to get
t
Georgetown off to a "strong start" in
the 400 yard medley relay, the first
of the 13 races of the meet. In
addition, Roya divers Lisa Knowles
and Dave Wallace will compete in the
diving events.
The meet against Western MArYHELP-WE'RE AS CLOSE AS
land will be the first of the new
YOUR PHONE
semester for the Hoya swimmers,
who presently hold a 2-1 record with
victories over Loyola and Howard
and a loss to American. The Hoyas
were unable to practice as a team
over the long vacation but many of
the team members were able to
practice individually at home in local

HOTLINE

Do you. need
• to know what's going on, on and off
campus?
• legall medical/ psychological. referral?
• just s'omeone to talk to?
WE CAN

pools or with the AAU in Washington. After Tuesday's meet the swim
team will participate in a tri-meet on
January 22nd at George Washington
University. Coach Wooters said he's
going to try to stir up a rivalry
between Georgetown and George
Washington, who for the first time
this year will be swimming with their
own pool and scholarship swimmers.
Wooters speaks highly of his team
members, claiming that they are all
"extremely dedicated." The Georgetown team has neither its own pool
nor any scholarships to attract
potential swimmers, but is able to
compete against and defeat teams
that do. The team practices at the
American University pool and is only
able to get about 7 hours a week in
the water compared to an average of
15 hours a week most other teams
can practice.

337-2646

HOYA
SPORTS

AUGUSTIHlflHS

WRITERS

"HOW CAN I .
MAKE MY LIFE
WORTHWHILE?"
One way may be to live within the Augustinian Fraternity_
When you come to live with us, you observe and
participate in our community life for several years before
making a final commitment. You observe that we are a
religious community following the charism of 51.
Augustine and ','that together and with one heart in
brotherhood and spiritual friendship, we seek and worship
God and that we labor in the service of the people
of God." We serve in colleges, high schools, parishes,
foreign missions, campus ministries, retreats, hospitals
and military chaplaincies.
WANT MORE INFORMATION? CONTACT:

Father Bill Waters, O.S.A.
Villanova University
P.O_ Box 338
Villanova, PA 19085
(215) 525·5612
Name_____________________________________

"ATnit)~~·

fEBQUAQY

LSAT
SEMIN,ARS

START JAN. 22
12-Student A "9_ Classes
5 Specialist Instructors
30 Class Hours
Full-length practice test

WASHINGTON
HYATT REGENCY
400 N~w Jersey Ave. NW
For information or registration call

AddreBB __________________________________

800-243-4767

CI~-_________ State_______.4Zlp---------

Toll-free, 12 noon to 7 pm.

School or Occ. ____________~Age,------Phone

AMITY TESTING INSTITUTE

WANTED
in three states
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Hoyas Complete 5-2 Holle/ay Tour
'Bama Flee Throws Hoyas Down Stags
Place Hoyas Third In Early ECAC Fest
was a wide gap in foul shooting,
by Mike Lindquist
The Hoyas found neither Christ· however-the Tide hit on better than
mas cheer nor Southern hospitality 75% of their shots' from the line,
waiting for them in Columbia, South while the Hoyas sank just 57% of
Carolina, during the holdiays. Rath- their freebies.
The game was this close in the
er, they were the unhappy recipients
of tJreir first defeat of the season at other major categories: rebounds
the -hands of the Crimson Tide of 41-40 in favor of Georgetown; 15
Alabama. The Score: 66·64, Ala- turnovers for each team; 23 personal
bama; the game: the opening round fouls were called on the Hoyas, 21
on Alabama.
of the Gamecock Classic.
'However, Georgetown was called
It was a case of "close, but no
cigar" for the Hoyas, who watched for more shooting fouls than Alahelplessly as Alabama reserve Kent bama, giving the Tide a 29·14 edge in
Looney sank two free throws-his free throw attempts.
The consolation·game ,mismatch
only points of the game-with just
ten seconds remaining to give the saw the Hoyas trounce Harvard in an
embarrassingly
one-sided
affair,
Tide the victory.
60·40.
A moral victory? Not according to
The Harvard Crimson (not to be
Head Coach John Thompson, who confused with the Crimson Tide of
was quoted after the game as saying Alabama) shot a miserable 31% from
"moral victories are for teams who the field, enabling the Hoyas to
are never going to be good."
snatch an amazing. 49 rebounds.
Derrick Jackson was George- Harvard's second·half point output
town's high scorer with 15, and Tom was more than double that of the
Scates chipped in with 13 points, 11 first half. This would have counted in
rebounds, and a big six blocked shots their favor had the scoreboard not
in the losing effort.
showed a meager 1p points under
The Tide was paced by center thp:i" name at halftime.
Ricky Brown, who contributed 23
The Hoyas came away from the
points. Surprisingly, the winners shot Gamecock Classic with third·place
only 37% from the floor, as com· honors. What a way to begin the
pared to Georgetown's '44%. There holidays.
Alabama

Hoya Center Tom Scates puts in a side stuff, bringing the Garden fans to their
feet in Georgetown's 79·69 victory over Fairfield.

Harriers Treck North
To Md., Dartmouth

McCord
King
Brown
Murray
Dunn
Scott
Looney
Bragwell
Bowerman
Totals

Harvard
'G
3
1
9
0
4
5
0
0
0
22

F
5-6
5·6
5-7
0-0
0-1
5-6
2-3
0-0
0-0

22-29

T
11
7
23
0
8
15
2
0
0
66

Ackerman
Hill
Irion
Rogers
Honick
Hooft
James
Healy
Bengel
Bergen
Totals

G
0
4
0
1
6
1
0
2
0

F
0-0
0-0
1-3
0-0
0-0
1-4
0-0
0-0
2-2
0-2

18

4·11

4

T
0
8
9
0
.2
132
0
6
0
40

Georgetown
Georgetown
Long
PI,ltch
Scates
Duren
Jackson
Riley
Hopkins
Martin
Totals

G
4
2
6
1
6
1

F
0-0
2·2
1-4
0-1
3-3
0-0
2-4
0·0
8-14

T
8
6
13
2
15
2
8
10
64

Dutch
Long
Scates
Jackson
Duren
Riley
Hopkins
Martin
McDermott
Esherick

G
4
5
1
5

F
0-0
1-2
1-2
2·3
0-0
0-0
2-5
0-1
0·0
0-0

T
8
11
3
12
2
0
12
6
0

by Cindy Chilton
The Hoyas started off the ECAC
Holiday Festival at Madison Square
Garden with a strong 79-69 win over
Fairfield University. The Stags never
regained the lead after their initial
hucket, as Georgetown smothered
any Stag hopes of a catch-up game.
Hoya center Tom Scates opened the
Hoya attack (and at the same time
brought the Garden fans to their
feet) with a right side stuff that
would have impressed even Kareem
Abdul-Jabb;tr.
With 13: 14 left in the first half,
the Hoyas put in four quick jumpers
increasing their lead to nine points_
Going into the second half on the
short end of a ten point 51-41 lead,
the Stags mustered up an attack of
their own, playing a tight defense
and whittling down the score to a
57 -53 Georgetown advantage with
14:50 left to play. The Hoyas
retaliated with outside jumpers by
John Duren and Derrick Jackson,
who led the Georgetown scoring
parade with 15 and 20 points
respectively _
The margin of victory was aided
by the 35-21 rebound advantage that
Georgetown grabbed, which prevented the Stags from taking more
than one shot_ Pacing the Stags in
scoring was freshman Flip Williams
with 18 points, and junior Kim
Fisher with 13 points. Had it not

Georgetown
Dutch
Long
Scates
Duren
Jackson
Hopkins
Riley
Martin
Esherick
Frazier
M'Dm'tt

,

Totals

T
11
0

F
1-2
0-0
1-2
3-3
2-2
2-2
0-0
2-5
0-0
0-0
0-0

15
20
14
0
8
2
0
2

34

11-18

79

G
2
5

F
4-9
0-0
2-2
0-0
1-2
2-2
2-2 ,
0-1

T
8
10
8

11-18

69

G
5
0
4
6
9
6
0
3
1
0
0

9

Fairfield
Balkun
Strickland
Young
DeSantis
Fisher
Williams
Plefka
Brown
Totals
Georgetown
Fairfield
A-5112

3
2
6
8
2
1

29

51
41

28
28

4
13
6
6
2

79
69

Middies Sink Hoyas
In Closing Seconds
by John Blake
"This was the first game that Bob
(Scott) has started for us in quite a
while,''' Navy coach Bob llamilton
said following' Wednesday' night's
game against Georgetown. "But I can
guarantee you one thing; he will
.definitely be starting the next game."
All Scott did was sink a ten foot
jumper with six seconds to playas
the Midshipman upset the Hoyas,
56-55 before 'a sellout crowd at,
Halsey Field House in Annapolis.
The loss ended a three game
winning streak for Georgetown and
left them with a 9·3 record, one half
game behind Old Dominion in the
ECAC Southern Division. Howe:ver
the Hoyas did have their chance to
win the game following Scott's
basket.
Georgetown inbounded' the ball
with four seconds to go, but Navy's
defense led Hoya coach John
Thompson to change his own strategy.
"They were giving us the entire
backcourt," said Thompson. "So I
felt we should get the ball to
halfcourt, call timeout, and then set
up the last shot."
Unfortunately for the Hoyas,
three seconds had elaspsed by the
time they got the ball to halfcourt,
leaving time for only one pass.
"We had no one man in mind to
take that last shot," added Thompson.
"It depended on how Navy set up.
But I was hoping (Derrick) Jackson

year, will again be handling the
by Mike Lindquist
1
The Georgetown Track and Field shotputting chores.
0
Georgetown runners wiII compete
team will be on the run again this
5
3
weekend as they compete in two in only one event on Friday at
S
0
separate indoor meets. Cole Field College Park, University of Maryland.
5
3
6
The
two-mile
relay
team,
consisting
House at the University of Maryland
28
Totals
27
6-13 60
will be the site of the National of Ron Stafford, Tom Stampiglia,
Invitational CYO meet on Friday Bill Ledder, and Jim Peterson, will
evening, while on Saturday and run that race on Friday, and will all
Sunday the team will be in Hanover, be expected to run again on Saturday
New Hampshire, for the Dartmouth. at Dartmouth.
Commenting on the back-to-back
USTFF (US Track and Field Federa·
meets, Coach Lang de'ciared, «we
tion) Invitational meet.
The team is coming off a good need this kind of worl•... from here
showing at last Saturday's Chester· after the competition is pretty
,
field Jaycees meet in Richmond, tough."
Stafford, when asked about runVirginia, where outstanding performances were turned in by Paul Kinyon, ning on consecutive days, echoed
who placed third in the mile, and the Lang. "It (the Friday meet) will get
mile relay team, which also finished us into the competitive spirit."
Last year's Dartmouth event
third.
Head Coach Joe Lang described proved to be a successful one for the
the Richmond meet as "basically a . Hoyas, as Jim Peterson turned in a
tune-up," noting that it served to four-minute mile and the mile relay
"get the kinks out from the holi- team came away with Ii three minute,
days," and enabled the team to "get twenty second clocking, good for
some competition under our belts." second place.
Lang's outlook is for another
Team members, and even Lang
himself, have had to remove the good showing up north. "We're in
snow and ice from the indoor track pretty good shape," he said.
Stafford agreed, noting that "the
which is set up outdoors on the
lower field. Snow·shoveling, weight team's spirit is better than last
lifting, and what running was pos- year-everybody's up for it."
The weather and' the schedule
sible have constituted this week's
haven't disheartened Lang. "We've
workouts.
"To compete at this level we've got to take a positive attitude under Track and Field Team will face tough competition in back-to-back meets
this weekend.
got to practice-we do what we have the circumstances," he s!lid.
to do," he said with a shrug.
The Invitational meets are indeed
competitive. As the name implies,
entry is by invitation only, and,
according to the coach, a runner
must be "pretty good to get invited."
The Dartmouth meet will have an
international flair, as will next week's
Philadelphia Classic, with entrants
from Italy, Kenya, and Canada. New
The question then arises as to how much of a psychological
No Indiannas, Michigans, or Notre Dames? Hard to believe,
England and New York schools will
as well as a physical advantage the team that receives the bye
but
the
25th
anniversary
of
the
ECAC
Holiday
Festival
still
also be represented, as will midwestposseses. Without a bye, for the Hoyas to win the tourney they
attracted college basketball aficionados to the aura of Madison
ern competitors such as Michigan and
had to sweep three straight games in four days against three
Square Garden. But then, after all, this was New York, the
Indiana.
The Hoyas should not be overbasketball capital of the country, and without ~aying too much tough teams.
matched, however. Jim Peterson will
Forgotten' or unknown to many people is the fact that these,
more, the world.
be entered in the mile event, Tim
players had to battle through finals like everyone else. After'
Despite
any
big
names
or
perrennial
powerhouses
in
this
Conheeney in the two·mile race, Ron
year's tourney, Georgetown, who missed the top, twenty exams, the gamecock classic was next on the agenda, as the
Stafford in the 1000 yds., and Tom
rankings by ·one vote last year, failed to get a bye. Instead, they Hoyas lost a disappointing game against 4th ranked Alabama by
Stampiglia in the 600 yds. All carry
'
impressive credentials. Fernando Bawere given to Penn (17-9 last ,year) and Purdue, who with a 2 points.
tista, who placed first in the open
To
add
insult
to
injury,
Georgetown
had
to play a dismal
16-11 1975 record placed in the Big Ten last year for the,
shotput event at Dartmouth last
Harvard
team'
as
they
walked
away
with
a
3rd out of a 4
seventh straight time. Commendable reputations, no doubt, but
placing.
These
players
are
not
professional,
and
psychological
what about the Hoyas, who were favored (in writing,no less, in
and
physical
advantages
are
all
the,
more
important.
several bigtime national newspapers) to grab the entire three
"j
Unfortunately, money enters into the scheduling of the byes.
day tourney?
,
Georgetown,
with its tremendous population from the New
The distribution of byes has more political undertones than
BASKETBALL: Saturday, 15th,
York
Metropolitan
Area, was depended on to attract basketball
most care to admit. First of all, in order to get a "big name"
lona, 8 p.m. Tuesday', 18th, at
lovers
to
all
three
games,
increasing the low at~ndance caused
team to come to the Festival, as was in Purdue's case, they had
Holy Cross
to be guaranteed by the ECAC a bye so that they would only by the lack of a bigname team. Had they received a bye, they
INDOOR TRACK: Friday, 14th,
National Invitational at Unihave to play two gam~s, thus keeping the NCAA ruling of a 27 would have been there for only two games. It turns out that
versity of Maryland Saturday
game schedule intact. Thus, to fit the three game festival into even the hoardes of Hoyas that turned up at tl;1e Garden could
and Sunday, 15th and 16th,
the Hoya schedule, one potential contest had to be eliminated. not make up for the all-time low attendance recorded.
Dartmouth USTFF at Hanover,
As to whether Georgetown would've gone all the way had .they
Why
should a rejuvinated Georgetown team, only hurt by their
New Hampshire
received
a bye is. speCUlative. One thing however, is certain: it
past
reputation,
be
denied
a
bye
even
though
they
had
a
better
SWIMMING:
Tuesday, 18th,
Western Maryland, 7:00 p.m.
record(21-7) last year than any other school at the Festival?
. would have surely made it a much easier Holiday for the Hoyas.

Timeout/Cindy Chilton

Bye-Bye Georgeto·wn

Sports menu,

been for the 26 Hoya turnovers
leading to 12 points that the Stags
provoked, the 5,000·plus fallS would
have seen an even more sizabl~ Hoya
victory. Despite the ten point win,
Coach John Thompson was not
satisfied with his team's performance, stressing the Hoyas' abundance
of unnecessary fouls and loose
defense. "We gave up a zillion and
one layups on the baseline in the first
half," Thompson was quoted as
saying.

would get it."
Jackson did. He took Mike Mc·
Dermott's pass and threw up a 35
footer. The, ball rimmed the basket,
bounced away, and NaVYf,had its
sixth win at home without a loss.
Those final seconds spoiled a
Georgetown rally which saw the
Hoyas come from 12 points down to
take a 3 point lead with two minutes
to play. After failing to score a field
goal for the first seven minutes of the
game, the Mids controlled the contest for most of the next 25 minutes.
Thompson employed a full court'
man·to·man press throughout much
of the period in an attempt to
prevent Navy from holding the ball
and to wear the Mids down.
But Navy was deliberate, waited
for the good shots,' and hit the
boards with intensity. The outside
shooting of Hank Kuzma (12 first
half points) and Leo Latonick, who
had eight points in the first half, and
an 18·9 advantage on the boards gave
the Mids a 34·28 first half lead.
Things didn't improve for. the
Hoyas as the second half opened.
Latonick hit three jumpers in the
first six minutes and Navy opened up
a 44-34 advantage. The Hoyas were
plagued by a rash of turnovers and
cold shooting that prevented them
from 'cracking Navy's touch zone
defense. When Brooks Boatwright
sank a free throw with 8:26 to go,
the margin was 12 points and it was
time for action.
In came Tom Scates, who had,
seen no action because of Georgetown's necessity to press. The 6-11
sophomore
terminated
Navy's
domination of the boards and the
Hoyas scored the next 15 pOints to
take a 55-52 lead with 2:04 to go.
During that stretch Scates had two
tap-ins and a blocked shot as the
Mids became completely unraveled.
The jumpers that had been falling
before bounced away and they had
trouble penetrating the zone underneath. Scates was aided by Craig
Esherick, who hit two long jumpers.
, But Latonick hit a 17 footer with
1:12 left in the game to cut the lead
to 55·54. Georgetown went into a
stall and Navy tightened its defense.
Scott made a near steal, forcing a
jump ball with 42 seconds left. The
Mids controlled the tap and Latonick
missed a jumper with 23 seconds to
go. But. Navy got the rebound and
this time set up for its final shot. The
HoyaS had two fouls to waste and
Thompson and his whole bench
started yelling "Fou!!, foul!" to the
players on the floor in an attempt to
waste time by fouling. But the' shouts
went unheard and Scott got open on
the right side for his eight footer.
Latonick led all scorers with 16
points while forward Kevin Sinnett
added 15. Sinnett and Scott each
grabbed eight rebounds as the Mids
enjoyed a 32-23 advantage on the
boards. AI Dutch topped Georgetown with 15 points followed by Ed
Hopkins with 14 and Jackson with
ten.

